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PoC for exploiting CVE-2021-1590 : A vulnerability in the implementation of the system login block-for command for Cisco NX-OS Software could allow an unauthenticated, remote attacker to cause a login process to unexpectedly restart, causing a denial of service (DoS) condition. This vulnerability is due to a logic error in the implementation of the system
login block-for command when an attack is detected and acted upon. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by performing a brute-force login attack on an affected device. A successful exploit could allow the attacker to cause a login process to reload, which could result in a delay during authentication to the affected device. : AlAIAL90/CVE-2021-1590
create time: 2021-09-03T22:57:02Z A remote code execution vulnerability exists when MS Office's JET OLEDB driver does not properly restrict the size of the data in a new record by default. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by sending a crafted request with a database exceeding the maximum size and thus causing a heap overflow. An attacker
could then execute arbitrary code in the context of the current user. A remote code execution vulnerability exists in MS Office's OLE Object-Ole Document Text (ODT) driver in Microsoft Office 2007, Microsoft Office 2010, Microsoft Office 2011, Microsoft Office 2013, and Microsoft Office 2016 when the OLE object has to be processed in the OLE automation

memory. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by running a malicious macro, which could cause an application crash or arbitrary code execution. The OLE-automation memory corruption vulnerability was discovered by Lukasz Majewski. : Lukasz-Exploit-OLE-Memory-corruption-CVE-2017-0438 create time: 2019-10-24T13:07:49Z
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